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Disclaimer
The following presentation and the views expressed by the presenters are not intended to provide legal, 
tax, accounting, investment, or other professional advice. The information contained in this presentation is 
general in nature and based on authorities that are subject to change. Applicability to specific situations 
should be determined through consultation with your investment, legal, and tax advisors. The information 
contained in these materials is only current as of the date produced. The materials have not been and will 
not be updated until the 2021 version.
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Asking Questions

Enter your question into the 
Questions pane on the 

GoToWebinar Control Panel.
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Housekeeping
Please raise your hand if you can hear us

Presentation is being recorded

- Email will be sent to all attendees with 
link to recording and presentation

Presentation qualifies for

- one CEP credit

- one CPE for CPAs credit

Please take our survey!
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Today’s Presenter

- On the NASPP Advisory Board, and contributor to the Stock Plan Advisor.  

- Producer of the “Think Twice” insider trading prevention videos (www.insidertradingvideos.com).

- Write popular blog for Forbes.com

- Bruce graduated from the University of Michigan and University of Virginia School of Law. 

Bruce Brumberg, Editor-in-Chief and Co-Founder, myStockOptions.com

- Award-winning online resource center, has received a patent and has been featured in 
publications ranging from the San Francisco Chronicle to Money magazine. 

- Human Resource Executive magazine featured myStockOptions.com as one of the 10 
Best HR Products.

- Past President of the Boston NASPP chapter

http://www.insidertradingvideos.com/
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center
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Roadmap for presentation

- What’s new for the 2020 tax-return season (reporting for 2019 income)

- Review of rules for cost-basis reporting

- Common questions and errors

- Communication and education for employees,  executives, and clients
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Main points about the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act Related 
to Stock Compensation

1. Flat rate used for stock compensation income withholding 
(supplemental wage income) is now 22%. 

2. For amounts over $1 million per year: 37% 

What this means: 

- The 24% tax bracket starts with yearly income over $168,400 for joint filers and over $84,200 for singles. Most 
employees with stock compensation are in a higher tax bracket. 

- Need to know the tax bracket for total income and assess need to put money aside or pay estimated taxes.
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Key bracket thresholds for federal income tax
Tax thresholds for 2019 ordinary income, capital gains, and dividends: 
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Underpayment of taxes 
Pay though withholding and estimated taxes amount equal to: 

1. 90% of the current year's tax liability

2. 100% of last year's tax liability (110% if your adjusted gross income exceeded $150,000/$75,000 
married filing separate return).

2019 Tax Season: Tax penalty changed when too little paid during year

- For 2018 taxes, the IRS lowered the 90% requirement to 80%. 

- Removed the requirement that estimated tax payments be sent in four equal installments. 

- August 2019: IRS announced it was automatically waiving the estimated tax penalty for the more than 400,000 
eligible taxpayers who had already filed their 2018 federal income tax returns but did not claim the waiver at the 
lower threshold. 

- The IRS is not expected to do the same for 2019 taxes, although the federal tax deadline is likely to get extended 
beyond April 15, 2020 if suffered adverse effects from the spreading virus (March 12, 2020 at 11:30 AM EST).
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Main points about Tax Cuts & Jobs Act related 
to stock compensation 

AMT or how it applies to ISOs is not repealed. New key numbers in the
AMT calculation (adjusted annually for inflation): 

- The AMT income exemption amount rises to $70,300 (from $54,300) for single filers and to $109,400 (from 
$84,500) for married joint filers.

- Under the TCJA, the AMT income exemption starts to phase out begins at $500,000 for individuals (up from 
$120,700 in 2017) and $1,000,000 (up from $160,900) for married filers. BIG CHANGE! 

What this means: These changes, plus SALT limit make it much less likely to trigger AMT from ISO 
exercise and hold. 

https://www.mystockoptions.com/faq/index.cfm/catID/dfe2fba7-9773-4ae3-bbe66cabb4ce79b8/ObjectID/3517A0BD-6683-11D4-AF69000102460375
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Filer 
status

AMT income 
exemption amount

AMT income 
exemption 

phaseout starts

AMT income 
exemption 

phaseout ends 
(myStockOptions.c

omcalculation)

Threshold where 
AMT rate rises 

from 26% to 28%

Single $71,700 $510,300 $797,100
$194,800

(married filing 
separately: $97,400)

Joint $111,700 $1,020,600 $1,467,400 $194,800

AMT: Important for ISOs 
Alternative minimum tax (AMT): The income exemption amounts, the phaseout ranges, and the 
threshold for the higher 28% rate are now all indexed for inflation. The table below, prepared by 
myStockOptions.com, shows the 2019 figures.
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Polling Question #1

How has the Form 1040 tax return changed for this tax season?

a) The number of lines on main form greatly reduced

b) New schedules have been added

c) Schedule D capital gains totals reported on Form 1040 directly

d) No longer itemize deductions
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Form 1040 changes, new schedules
- Form 1040 tax return, condensed in 2018, has been revised again for the 2019 tax year. 

- The numbered schedules (supplementary forms) of Form 1040 have been reduced to three (Schedules 1, 2, 3).

- A new tax return, IRS Form 1040-SR ("US Tax Return For Seniors"), is available for taxpayers born before Jan. 2, 
1955. 

- On the 2019 Form 1040, total capital gain or loss on Schedule D is once again entered directly on IRS Form 1040, 
not on Schedule 1 as it was last year. 

- The AMT calculation total on Form 6251 is entered on a different line of Schedule 2

See myStockOptions article: Tax Season 2020: What You Need To Know About The New 
Reporting Rules

https://www.mystockoptions.com/content/in-general-how-does-the-alternative-minimum-tax-amt-calculation-work
https://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/tax-season-what-you-need-to-know-about-reporting-rules-and-tax-rates
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SECURE Act & Kiddie Tax 
- Kiddie Tax: Informal name of a tax-code provision that applies to a child’s 

unearned income (e.g. interest, capital gains, dividends). 

- Tax applies to children under 19 (for full-time students, under 24).

- In 2019 (and 2020) the first $1,100 of a dependent child's unearned income is tax-free (offset by the child's 
standard deduction), the second $1,100 of unearned income is taxed at the child's tax rate, and any amount over 
$2,200 is taxed at rate changed by SECURE Act. 

- At year-end 2019, Congress repealed a provision in the TCJA that had made the rate over $2,200 the tax rates for 
estates and trusts. This move restored the rate to the parents' top marginal tax rate. 

- For 2019 income, and retroactively to 2018 income, taxpayers can choose which rate system to apply
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucebrumberg/2020/02/03/irs-restores-capital-gains-tax-to-form-1040-and-other-tax-return-changes-for-2020/#3d9748069049
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No changes in other forms for tax-return reporting this year
- Similar to last year: Form W-2, Form 1099-B, Form 8949, Schedule D

- Big change in 2020 W-4 and next year in 1099-MISC with new 1099-NEC

- Same restrictions in what brokers can report for the cost basis on Form 1099-B  

- Good news: The core reporting rules for cost basis Form 8949 and Schedule D have not changed
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Ten tax-return issues and errors
1. Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949/Schedule D

2. Not reporting tax basis correctly on Form 8949

3. Double-counting income from W-2

4. Forgetting about AMT calculation or AMT credits

5. Sell-to-cover exercises

6. Share withholding for restricted stock/RSUs 

7. Dividends with restricted stock

8. Not reporting ordinary income with ESPP sales

9. Netting of income & no longer Schedule 1 for stock sales

10. Extensions 
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/aboutus/index.cfm/ObjectID/D943A95F-30A9-11D4-B9080008C79F9E62/catID/CBF130F5-156E-4924-A916F244147C98D6
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Polling Question #2

If employees sold stock during the calendar year, which tax forms do they file with their IRS Form 1040 to 
report the sale?

a) Form 1099-B and Schedule A

b) Form 8949 and Schedule D 

c) Form 6251, Schedule C, Schedule 1

d) Form 1099-MISC and Schedule D
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1. Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949 and Schedule D
- Event: Sell all stock at exercise (i.e. a cashless exercise), restricted stock/RSU vesting, 

or ESPP purchase. 

- Employee may think: No “gains” beyond what’s on W-2 for ordinary income. May not 
realize there are two reportable events. 

- Result of incorrect thinking: employee does not report sale on Form 8949/Schedule D.

- IRS gets 1099-B from broker. IRS computers note no Form 8949/Schedule D reporting for it. 

- Result: IRS sends notice for unreported income (CP-2000). For response to IRS, see the instructions at 
http://www.irs.gov/taxtopics/tc652.html

http://www.irs.gov/taxtopics/tc652.html
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1. Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949 and Schedule D
- Company and broker meet certain conditions: employee may not receive a Form 1099-B. 

- Employee must still file Form 8949/Schedule D to report sale. 

- Employee may even have small gains or losses for any commissions and fees for the stock sale. 
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Exercise price $10 per share ($20,000 total)

Stock price at exercise/sale: $35 $70,000 proceeds, minus $500 commission 
($69,500 net on Form 1099-B

What appears on Form W-2 $50,000 income on exercise spread [($35 -
$10) x 2,000]

Tax basis $70,000 ($20,000 + $50,000). But what is on 
1099-B? $20,000 or $70,000?

Schedule D (Part 1) Included as a $500 short-term capital loss

1. Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949 and Schedule D

Example: Exercised options and sold 2,000 shares on August 14.

If sale is not reported, IRS gets 1099-B with the $70,000 proceeds and sends employee letter 
looking for taxes on that full amount! 
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center/reporting-company-stock-sales
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2. Not Reporting Cost Basis Correctly: 
Cost basis (also called the tax basis) is the total cost of acquiring security:

When you sell a security, you need to know the cost basis to determine:

whether you have a capital gain or a capital loss for tax purposes.

NET PROCEEDS – COST BASIS = CAPITAL GAIN OR LOSS

Cost basis too low: you overpay taxes

Price paid to acquire shares 
+ 

compensation recognized for acquiring them (reported on W-2)
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Cost Basis Reporting: IRS Form 1099-B core boxes 
(brokers use substitute statement with columns)
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Cost-basis reporting for IRS tax returns
- Compensation income is not included in the basis reported on Form 1099-B for grants made starting 1/2014

- Compensation income not recognized: The cost-basis value is incomplete in just about every scenario 

- Need to know: How will the broker report the cost basis of shares acquired between 2011 (when expanded 
1099-B started) and the end of 2013?

- Trend is standardization: not adding W-2 income to basis for option exercises, RSA/RSU vesting or ESPP 
purchases during this period

- Brokers provide supplemental information on basis and tax guides to help with tax-return reporting
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Grant type Mistake with reporting basis

NQSOs, SARs, ISOs (DD) Exercise price only
ESPP Purchase price only
Restricted Stock/RSUs $0 as no purchase price

2. Not reporting tax basis correctly

Cost-basis reporting is now more complex, confusing, and vulnerable 
to errors in over reporting the gain

Error by type of grant that leads to OVERPAYING TAXES:

- Mistake with NQSOs, SARs, or ISO (DD) : Using exercise price only

- Mistake with ESPP: Using purchase price only 

- Mistake with Restricted stock/RSUs and Performance shares: 
Using purchase price of (usually $0).
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Risk of overpaying taxes
There are only three disposition scenarios in which the cost basis 
will not be understated:

1. qualifying dispositions of  ISOs (all capital gain)

2. disqualifying dispositions of ISOs, with shares sold at a loss (all capital loss)

3. qualifying dispositions of ESPPs, with shares sold at a loss (all capital loss)

In other scenarios, the cost basis will be understated or omitted (i.e. the box will be blank). 
Unless participants and tax professionals are aware of this, taxpayers risk: 

- overreport capital gains

- pay more taxes than they owe!
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Grant type Income reported on W-2

NQSOs Spread at exercise

Restricted stock, RSUs, 
performance shares

Value at vesting and share 
delivery

Section 423 (qualified) ESPP Depends on holding period

ISO in disqualifying disposition
Depends on the sales price 
relative to the market price at 
exercise

Amount of ordinary income recognized:
reported on Form W-2 and part of basis
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Cost-basis confusion: three situations
1. Stock purchases before 2011: No cost basis reported to IRS.

2. Securities not purchased with cash (restricted stock or RSUs): No cost basis 
reported to IRS.

3. Compensation part of cost basis for stock compensation: Cannot be part of basis reported to IRS 
for stock acquired or granted starting 1/2014.
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What to do on Form 8949 if…

The cost basis on 
Form 1099-B is too low

The cost-basis box on 
Form 1099-B is blank 

1. Basis from 1099-B in column (e)
2. Adjustment in column (g)
3. Code B in column (f)
4. Check Box (A) or (D) near top

1. Put correct basis in column (e) 
2. Check Box (B) or (E) near top
3. No adjustments or codes in 

other columns needed
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Cost-basis example: restricted stock units

Per share Total (1000 shares)

Vesting date price $10 $10,000

Compensation income reported 
on Form W-2 $10 $10,000

Purchase price $0 $0

Cost basis $10 $10,000 (but $0 on the 1099-B)

Sale price $15 $15,000

Taxable gain and capital gains 

tax
$15 - $10 = $5 $15,000 - $10,000 = $5000

$5000 x 15% = $750

Capital Gain:  Overpaying using 

wrong cost basis
$15-$0 = $15 $15,000 - $0= $15,000

$15000 x 15% = $2250
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Polling Question #3

What is the column on Form 8949 for cost basis? 

a) 3

b) (e)

c) (g)

d) CB
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center/reporting-company-stock-sales
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Review: Reporting cost basis on Form 8949 depends on 1099-B
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Review: Reporting cost basis on Form 8949 depends on 1099-B
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Review: Reporting cost basis on Form 8949 depends on 1099-B
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2. Not reporting tax basis correctly: commission

- 1099-B does not subtract commissions or other fees from the proceeds (see what's checked in Box 6).

- Do not add it to your cost basis on Form 8949

- What to do: adjustment on Form 8949 in column (g) and add Code E in column (f).

- Starting with 2014 stock sales, less of an issue: IRS requires reporting sales proceeds net of transaction 
fees after January 1, 2013.
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3. Double-counting income from W-2 in Box 12 or 14
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center/reporting-company-stock-sales
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Remind employees about what they need for tax-return reporting

Alert: Understand how the basis is reported on the substitute statement and to the IRS (not the same). 
Taxpayer’s responsibility to make adjustments on Form 8949. 

IRS Forms to gather Additional Information & Forms

Form W-2 if shares were 
sold at 
exercise/vesting/purchase

Exercise/vesting/purchase income reported 
on Form 1040 if shares were acquired in a 
prior year. (Helps with cost-basis 
calculation.)

Form 1099-B from broker 
or transfer agent

Supplemental information (if any) 
provided by the broker to help with the cost 
basis.

Form 3921 for ISO 
exercises; Form 3922 for 
ESPP purchases

Exercise, purchase, vesting, and/or trade 
confirmations from the company or the 
stock plan provider.
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4. AMT calculation and credits
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4. AMT calculation and credits 
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4. AMT and credits
Once AMT has been triggered, you must complete Form 6251 every year, 
along with Form 8801 for the AMT credit. 

It used to take years to benefit fully from the AMT credit if you are selling 
at a substantial loss. Changed in 2018 tax year with TCJA provisions. 

Use of AMT credit: In year when you do not trigger AMT, use credit against regular income tax up to 
amount of what would be your AMT. Does not require you sell the ISO stock.

Example:

- Last year ISO exercise and hold triggered $14,000 of AMT 

- This year, regular tax is $35,000, while AMT is only $30,000

- $5,000 of the $14,000 credit used, and carry forward $9,000 to future

- The amount from Line 25 of Form 8801 now goes into Schedule 3 ("Non-Refundable Credits") on Line 6 (check 
box b). Change from Line 54.

- Totals from Schedule 3 go onto Line 13b of Form 1040. Change from Line 12. 

https://www.mystockoptions.com/content/do-i-get-a-tax-credit-if-i-paid-amt-when-i-exercised-an-iso-how-does-it-work
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5. Sell-to-cover exercises
- Broker sells just enough shares from exercise to pay the exercise price, tax withholding, and the broker's 

transaction fees.

- Employee receives the remaining shares.

- For the year of sell-to-cover, report on your Form 8949 only the number of shares sold and their tax 
basis. 

- Do not report the number and tax basis of all the options exercised that are part of W-2 income.
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5. Sell-to-cover example: Exercise NQSOs for 2,000 shares on August 14

In the future, when you sell any or all of the net shares (921 shares net): 
report the tax basis of $35 per share.

Exercise price $10 per share ($35 stock price)

Exercise cost $20,000

Tax withholding $17,500 (combined 35% tax rate on $50,000)

Brokerage commission $250

Total needed $37,750

What is included on Form W-2 $50,000 income [($35 - $10) x 2,000]

Number of shares sold 1,079 (keep 921)

Form 8949 reporting $37,515 ($37,765 - $250 commission)

Tax basis on sold shares
$37,765 (Schedule D includes a $250 short-term capital loss in 
Part I)
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6. Share withholding for restricted stock and RSUs 
- Definitely report a sale for taxes at vesting if you received a 1099-B that reports the proceeds. Sell-to-Cover 

for taxes. 

- When the shares directly withheld by your company (often called “net share withholding"), the situation is 
different. 

- Report this "sale" back to company to cover the taxes if receive a 1099-B. Most companies do not issue these to 
employees.

- Rumor: IRS has informally approved this practice of not issuing 1099-Bs for share withholding. 

- Common Mistake: Remember to exclude these tax shares when you calculate your capital gains on Form 8949 
after you sell the remainder. 

See the sections Restricted Stock: Taxes and Restricted Stock: Taxes Advanced at myStockOptions.com 
or in the Knowledge Center

http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/secID/FA09D413-6C8C-42B6-B431BDBA7787D3E8/catID/D554C543-9C2A-48F9-A389E003B3031284
http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/secID/FA09D413-6C8C-42B6-B431BDBA7787D3E8/catID/7D938E61-92BA-44DF-9C097EA84359BCB6
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6. Share withholding with restricted stock and RSUs: Potential for confusion

2,000 shares of restricted stock vest on Aug. 15 Vesting value: $20 per share 
($40,000)

Shares surrender/net-settled to pay taxes 625 (1,375 appear in account)

Amount your W-2 reports for the vested restricted stock $40,000 (2,000 x $20)

Remaining 1,375 share sold the next year at $25 per share 
(after commissions) $34,375

How you calculate capital gain $34,375 proceeds – $27,500 cost 
basis (1,375 x $20)

Capital gain reported on Form 8949 = $6,875
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center/reporting-company-stock-sales
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7. Dividends with restricted stock/RSUs
- Dividends paid: compensation during vesting period or at vesting. Reported on W-2.

- Exception: Employee makes a Section 83(b) election (not available for RSUs). 
Eligible for the lower 15%/20% rate for qualified dividends. Reported on 1099-DIV.

- Once the shares vest: dividends are no longer compensation and instead become 
dividend income.

- Form 1040 line for dividend income: changed to 3a or 3b. 
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7. Dividends: Complications 

- Pre-vesting dividends included on W-2 + Double-reported on Form 1099-DIV. 

- Can occur if the company's transfer agent routinely issues dividend payments and 1099-DIV as it does to 
shareholders. 

- The IRS recommends: list these dividends on Schedule B (“Interest and Ordinary Dividends”) of Form 1040. 
Subtract them from the total with a note that you have already included them in wages. 

- See IRS Publication 550, “Investment Income and Expenses (Chapter 1),” for more details on reporting restricted 
stock dividends.

http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p550.pdf
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8. ESPP sales: Not reporting ordinary income
- Tax-qualified Section 423 ESPP: the purchase itself does not trigger tax-return reporting. 

The sale does. 

- At sale: need to include the discount from the year of purchase as income

Review of  Tax Rules for QD: 

- With qualifying disposition: Ordinary income in the year of sale equal to: the lesser of either the actual gain 
upon sale or the purchase price discount at the beginning of the offering. 

- The discount at the beginning of the offering does not qualify for capital gains treatment even if you hold stock 
for longer than one year. 

- Beyond the discount, all additional gain is long-term capital gain. 

For details, examples, and videos see sections ESPPs: Taxes and ESPPs: Taxes Advanced at 
myStockOptions.com or in the Knowledge Center

http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/secID/7E47D1B3-4490-467B-869103BBE82195BD/catID/BBA1D884-F12B-4F6A-825F7E44360D0EF7
http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/catid/B6F77FB3-56B4-4D8F-95779B4F276B556F
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8. Not reporting ordinary income with ESPP sales
Example: 15% discount from the stock price on either first or last day of offering, whichever is lower.

If your sale gain is less than $1.50 per share (i.e. stock price of $8.30 per share or lower), just ordinary 
income for the amount of the actual gain. Sales below a stock price of $6.80 per share are all capital 
losses.

Stock price on first day of offering $10

Stock price on last day of offering (purchase date) $8

Purchase price $6.80 (85% of $8)

Net at sale after commission $18

Income recognized at sale after meeting ESPP holding 
periods $1.50 per share in ordinary income (15% of $10)

Cost basis $8.30 ($1.50 ordinary income + $6.80 purchase 
price)

Long-term capital gain $9.70 per share ($18 minus cost basis of $8.30)

What should be reported on Form W-2

$1.50 multiplied by the number of shares 
purchased (if this is not reported, still report that 
amount on your tax return, using the line “Other 
income”). Using Form 3922: Box 3 minus Box 8.
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/tax-center/reporting-company-stock-sales
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9. Netting of capital gain/loss
- Only same kinds of income net each other out. 

- Only capital gains and losses net each other out on Schedule D. Stock compensation income is not capital 
gains income. 

- Matching capital losses with gains is called “tax-loss harvesting.” Up to $3,000 (joint filers) in capital losses can be 
netted against ordinary income. Remainder carries forward. 

Example: You sold company stock early last year at $9,000 short-term capital loss. 

- You bought and sold this year at a short-term capital gain of $5,000. 

- The loss carryforward and current year’s gain net each other out on your Schedule D, leaving you $4,000 of 
unused losses. 

- $3,000 is used to offset against ordinary income on your current tax return. 

- $1,000 is carried forward. 

Wash sale issues: purchase company stock at gain within 30 days of sale at loss. 

Easy mistake to make in volatile or down markets.

See my Forbes.com blog: Harvest Capital Losses: Beware Wash Sales!
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9. Netting of capital gain/loss: Step after Schedule D
- What’s the same: First report sale on Form 8949 and enter the totals from 8949 on Schedule D.

- What’s new: Form 1040 again has a line labeled "Capital gain or (loss)." 

- Schedule D total is now entered on the Form 1040 (Line 6) and not on Schedule 1
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10. Extensions

- IRS Form 4868: automatic six-month extension for the due date of your 
tax return (until mid-October). No explanation or signature is needed 
to get the automatic extension. 

- Federal tax deadline is likely to get extended beyond April 15, 2020 if suffered adverse effects from the spreading 
virus (status as of March 12, 2020 at 11:30 AM EST). States likely to follow. 

- To avoid the failure-to-file penalty on what you owe, you must file the extension 
no later than the original deadline of your return (for details, see IR-2006-58). 

- Payment of the actual tax is not delayed (just the period for filing the return). Pay 100% of anticipated tax 
when file the extension to avoid interest and penalties.

- Extensions do not delay estimated tax payments for the current tax year.

- Complications for US expatriates: avoid double taxation by using the foreign earned income exclusion ($105,900 in 
2019) or a US tax credit for taxes paid in a foreign country. 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f4868.pdf
http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0,,id=156073,00.html
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/12-tax-return-mistakes-to-avoid-with-stock-options-and-espps
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The video appears in the Tax Center

http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/catID/E0FD6CC4-2BF2-4E71-B970C83800AF532F/ObjectID/2A06D7FB-A144-32B4-F82344869D209B79
http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/secID/99AFD8C4-251C-48C6-B473345C32C5D08B
http://www.mystockoptions.com/articles/index.cfm/catID/E0FD6CC4-2BF2-4E71-B970C83800AF532F/ObjectID/2A06D7FB-A144-32B4-F82344869D209B79
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https://www.mystockoptions.com/conference
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